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Old College Chums

Old college chums, be not severe
With this trite record of a year
So full of joy. Stay, do not fling
This book aside. Though now it's spring
Remember winter follows near.
The days pass by and faces dear
Each dread September disappear,
Making the voice break when we sing
"Old
College
Chums."

Perhaps—perhaps, when winter sere
Has toughed you, bracing, buoyant cheer
These spring-scorned pages yet may bring
Reading, the old bell seems to ring
And, bowed head bared, once more you hear
"Old
College
Chums."

GEORGE P. STONE.
Edwin Boone Craighead, Ph.D., LL.D.
Dedication
To
President Edwin Boone Craighead
and the
Greater University of Montana
we dedicate this book
Greeting

To "the fellows and the girls," whether they be students, faculty, alumni, or friends, we present our salutations; may they find in this book a reflection of their own loyalty, and of their pride in
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